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Article submission deadline: August 31st, 2016 

This special issue on chemosensory perception is motivated by the rapid development of molecular 

biology research and new advances in neuroscience methods. These methods have greatly advanced our 

understanding of the peripheral mechanisms regulating processing with the chemical senses, i.e. the 

senses of smell, taste, and chemostesis (trigeminal). However, they have so far had little impact on our 

understanding of the psychological aspects of chemosensory perception and how chemosensory 

mechanisms influence perceptual experiences and behaviors. Integrating insights from different levels of 

biological and psychological function is of critical importance to the chemical senses discipline. Toward 

this goal, novel statistical analyses and innovative behavioral paradigms will help bridge the gap between 

receptors and perception. We hope that this special issue will highlight important findings that will assist 

us in reaching a better understanding of chemosensory perception and its influence on behavior. 

Submissions should make a new contribution to the empirical and/or theoretical understanding of some 

aspect of chemosensory perception, i.e. olfactory, gustatory, chemostesis, or flavor perception. We 

welcome manuscripts that present original data, succinct reviews, theory articles, or opinion papers. 

Chemosensory perception research that is relevant to both human and non-human animal-models is 

welcome. Papers should meet the high scientific and ethical standards of the journal of Perception and 

will be subject to the normal review process. A submission letter is needed that should summarize the 

main scientific contribution to our understanding of chemosensory perception, which should also be 

stated explicitly within the manuscript. Submission deadline for this special issue is June 30th, 2016. If 

revisions are invited by the editors, these will be expected within two months of receipt of the editorial 

decision letter and accompanying reviews to facilitate a timely publication process. 

Perception is a scholarly, peer-reviewed journal reporting experimental results and theoretical ideas 

ranging over the fields of human, animal, and machine perception. Topics covered include physiological 

mechanisms and clinical neurological disturbances; psychological data on pattern and object perception 

in animals and man; the role of experience in developing perception; skills; errors, illusions, and 

perceptual phenomena occurring in controlled conditions, with emphasis on their theoretical 

significance. 

Submission site (please select Special Issue): https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/perception  

Submission guidelines: https://goo.gl/XCQMiZ  
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